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How Companies Quantify Financial Exposure from SOD Access to 
Eliminate Manual Controls and Save Time

Listen on Demand!

Learn how Fortune 500 companies select, design, and configure automated transaction monitoring controls to provide 

mitigating coverage of SoD access.
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In this session, we cover how to:

• Determine which risks to prioritize for remediation or mitigation

• Drive accountability to the business with tangible examples and evidence

• Develop a process to review reported violations in a centralized repository of

SoD mitigation activities.

• Create a strong business case including automation implementation considerations.

Listen Now

Streamlining Access Governance with Pathlock and Microsoft Entra 
Identity Governance

Listen on Demand!

Operating risk within business applications is increasing at a rapid rate with increased threats adding on all the time with 
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The Innovation vs. Technical Debt Tug of War
Protiviti set out to understand how organizations are tackling their current and future technology needs – specifically, 

how they are pursuing innovation initiatives that will

Operating risk within business applications is increasing at a rapid rate with increased 

threats adding on all the time with digital automation. Hacker sophistication is now beyond 

the initial access perimeter, going into core applications holding high value data.

In this session, experts from Protiviti, Microsoft, and Pathlock break down how this 

integration has made them better together in working to implement agile access 

controls at scale, at consumable economic cost to help your business.
Listen Now

fuel long-term value while also addressing the burden of managing their organization’s technical debt. For 

this global survey we polled more than 1,000 CIOs, CTOs, CISOs and other technology executives and 

leaders.

Analysis of this research exposes a number of trends and themes that should be of great interest to 

technology leaders seeking to help their organizations achieve competitive advantage and grow their 

capabilities and offerings.

Go deeper. Learn more below.

Listen Now
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